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"And then again, from another aspect, the solution of an intellectual problem comes about in a way not very different from what happens when a dog carrying a stick in its mouth tries to get through a narrow door: it will go on turning its head left and right until the stick slips through.
We do pretty much the same, only with the difference that we do not go at it quite indiscriminately, but from experience know more or less how it should be done.
Robert Musil, Man without Qualities 2
INTRODUCTION: "I GUESS THE GAME WANTS ME TO GO HERE"
01 PEW:
is that a cock (-) oh: !GOD! i hate cockroaches; 02 door opens quietly with a creaking sound 03 does it have a fAce in its BUTT?
1 This article was originally published in German with the title "Der spektakuläre 2 Musil (1953: 128) . Spectacular is an apt description for the spaces in computer games, for a number of reasons. In its most prominent usage, the adjective captures the notion of a near-perfect simulation of a world. The focus in this simulated world is on graphics, atmosphere or the aesthetic experience of the game -whether in thoroughly researched and detailed sections of the real world (for instance, in the Assassin's Creed series (Ubisoft, 2007 (Ubisoft, -2016 . chapter 3) or in fictitious envi-
The space in P.T. is accurately described as spectacular not least because it is an impossible, irrational space. At the end of the L-shaped corridor, the player climbs down some steps in order to open a door which in turn leads to the same corridor. Being trapped in a loop, a situation which PewDiePie tries to give a humorous spin by willfully repeating the same sentence five times (L15-L19), seems to intensify the scary setting of the horror genre to the point of madness. It is the horror of being caught up in cybernetic circuits or, to put it in a more game-theoretical way: becoming stuck in the system of rules.
5
In this article we want to examine this second type of spectacular space. Non-Euclidian, impossible or other irrational spaces in computer games create a challenge for players and game designers alike, because the rules of space need to be defined or learned anew. Particularly when the computer game's space does not depict a real space, the question becomes relevant as to whether players will be able to get their bearings, with their motivation and acceptance more or less intact.
All our observations are based on the assumption that a computer game must establish its playability. This can be done inelegantly -as a break with the perfectly staged "anything-goes, make-believe world" -and rather obviously, such as in P.T. before the player enters the loop: as if the staging of the entrance door -solid, polished, illuminated -was not enough, it also opens with a quiet creaking sound (L02), in an obvious invitation to enter right here, and nowhere else. PewDiePie uses it as an opportunity to sum up the situation: "I guess, the game wants me to go there, huh?" (L08). It is a balancing act for game design: on the one hand, everything in a game is predetermined, but on the other, it is important that players do not feel patronized. With the present-day focus on hyperreal simulation as the ultimate goal, players are increasingly spared the additional learning effort regarding the game's own guiding principles (cf. Kato/Bauer "Hansel and Gretel" in this volume) . Separate tutorials are therefore avoided, and instead, there are short, embedded learning sequences.
In order to identify what players must do to comprehend or master the space in a game, we will initially examine some early games and introduce different approaches to understanding space in computer games and its appropriation (comparison between the analog world and the digital game world, trial-anderror method, space appropriation model). Afterwards we will take a closer look at three more recent games, which are characterized by different forms of irra- tional space and appropriation of space. Let's Plays will form part of our analysis, as they enable us to observe how events unfold from the player's perspective.
SPACE AS THE RESULT OF A PROCESS: RULES OF SPACE IN COMPUTER GAMES
The most significant rule of space in relation to games has been proposed by Johan Huizinga: the "magic circle" of the game opens up a space with its own rules. (Huizinga 2008 (Huizinga [1938 6 These are comprehensive and must cover all aspects of the game, from elements such as the game's world, its layout, its look, its behavior, to the possibilities of interaction for the user, and the rules-based mechanics of the game: everything is subject to rules.
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In analog (= Euclidian, real) games, street games or board games -which are often the first thing aspiring game designers study as part of their training -8 rules are already very comprehensive. They need to be translated and made applicable in interaction, when the game is played for the first time.
9 It is a widely observable and fascinating fact that the rules of the classic analog space (the Euclidian space), or those of its construction, form the basis of these games, albeit mostly in a very rudimentary way and only as a designated section of the real world. Board games predominately revolve around two-dimensional actions; in street games such as Himmel und Hölle (literally "Heaven and Hell", known as hopscotch in English-speaking countries) the transformation from the vertical to the horizontal becomes particularly evident in the Swiss version of the game, in 6 Our main focus here is on the rules underlying computer games, and we are not primarily concerned with the question of transferring the magic circle from general games to computer games, nor with the relationship between reality and fiction. We will therefore not deal with the discussion around the concept of the magic circle for the purposes of this article. (cf. Günzel 2012: 95-99) .
7 In this matter we follow Juul's understanding of computer games (2011).
8 Game development often takes place over different stages of iteration and, in the best case, becomes increasingly more concrete: it begins with technology-free paper prototyping, followed by a first stage of technical box prototyping, and finally the application of increasingly concrete settings.
9 It is always a challenge to play an unfamiliar board game only by its instructions (and therefore by its rules). A good example is RoboRally, a programming board game for multiple players (cf. Wikipedia 2017) .
which the bottom field ("earth") is replaced with "hell". These games are additionally augmented by symbolic worlds (such as in Ludo or Monopoly), which are in the foreground when players learn the rules of the respective games, thereby moving the rudimentarily applied rules of space into the background. Yet, this process does not only involve a simplification in terms of board or street games, but also a considerable effort of abstraction which should not be underestimated by players and designers.
Analog and Digital World -the Analog as Simulation
Computer games radically change spatial relations. The computer-generated digital game space is no longer based on real materials and their inseparable connection with visual or physical atomic properties. Cyberspace can be programmed at will. "The [computational] image became a picture field, its pixels became variables able to be altered at any time." (Weibel 2003: 594) Whether the material is wood or stone, everything is a direct application of rules: the game world and its objects all need to be created, managed and represented. This also means that the space can be changed completely, at any time. Even when an analog space is created in cyberspace, it is still a simulated analog space. It behaves like the real, analog world only because it follows the same or very similar rules. The fully programmable layer behind it is often assembled as a "holistic" world only at the very end, or that notion is suggested by means of different specialized engines (e.g. physics, rendering, scripting engines, Figure 1 ).
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Despite these almost endless possibilities, in most cases the simulated analog space continues to be used, seemingly unquestioned, as the basic model in cyberspace. Primarily, this is because the transfer effort required of players can be kept to a minimum, which means they can attend to other tasks. Against this surprisingly conventional background, the -much more complex -spatial behavior of some of the earliest games appears strikingly modern:
10 The direct, unchangeable and complex laws of the analog world, which is based on atoms and their visual or auditive and physical properties, are replaced in cyberspace by a simulation of the individual and separate functions: the (visual) display of objects ("rendering"), the representation of physical properties (logic, programming, physical simulation, subsumed under the label of "colliders"), and the behavior of objects ("scripting"), which are all also simulated in this way by game engines (e.g. game engines such as "Unity3D" or "Unreal"). In Tennis for Two (William Higinbotham, 1958) , for instance, several analog rules applying to tennis games are suspended: the omnipotent, invisible player can play the ball from anywhere on their own side of the court, and in any direction. In Spacewar! (Steve Russell, 1962) and Asteroids (Atari, 1979) it is possible to fly beyond the edge of one side, and, as if by magic, reappear on the opposite side. Spaces are radically transformed and special rules are applied to make these games less predictable and more exciting. Of course these discontinued game spaces could simply be accepted as a given rule of space -and part of the magic circle -of the game. Yet attempts to explain the spatial behavior (Asteroids, for instance, could be set on a sphere) seem to prove how difficult it is to accept such impossible spatial relations. In some cases, however, these constructions do not translate to the analog world, with Frogger (Sega, 1981) probably being the best example. Here, the traffic on the streets can alternate (!) between moving to the left and to the right, and, even more spectacularly, the river simultaneously flows in different directions. In cases such as this, we simply have to accept what the digital game gives us.
Mastering Space in Digital Game Worlds
In order to find their way around a game, players must learn to master the game space. For economic reasons, this happens systematically by learning to interpret the game's rules of space, usually by evoking equivalents to the analog space. In cases of irrational spatial behavior, however, players reach for explanations of the specific rules which apply to the game, or these rules are simply taken for granted as part of the magic circle. Forming analogies to similar games is another strategy; the respective rules or principles are mostly genre-specific and become more ingrained with increasing game experience (cf. chapter 3.3). Further explicit help is given by tutorials at the beginning of a game. In addition to selfcontained units which enable players to acquaint themselves with the rules before they move on to the actual game (cf. chapter 3.1), in many games there are also discreetly embedded tutorial sequences towards the beginning of the game. These are used conspicuously often and provide an implicit introduction for instance to the rules of space (cf. chapter 3.2).
However, even these tutorials do not save players from having to try out whatever they are presented with, using the method of trial and error (cf. Figure  2 ). Players make assumptions, which they then apply. The game responds and shows whether the assumption was correct. This increasingly complex process of assumption and falsification eventually produces the set of rules pertaining to space for the specific game. Of course this mechanism does not only come into effect at the beginning of a game but in any situation in which the existing model with its sets of rules is not sufficient or in which the space responds differently. At this point, an update of the model becomes necessary. This process of space appropriation is found in its most radical form -as part of the game's concept -in the maze game Trailblazer (Gremlin Graphics/Fairchild Semiconductor, 1977) . 11 In this multiplayer game, the player who first leaves the maze wins. The problem is that there is neither a back-nor a foreground -the entire game is plain green. At first it is impossible to visually deduce what the effect of an action or of moving the avatar might be. Only when it is moved (i.e. tested) does it become clear whether the surroundings are actually a wall or a corridor; these are colored white afterwards. In other words: there is no colorcoding which would help players to arrive at a rule, and the rule is visualized only after the event. When the field turns white, then it was and is a corridor. Players therefore have to derive the accessible playfield from facts (which correspond to a single local rule) without being able to use this knowledge to generate visually deducible rules. This means that spatial rules do exist, but there is no corresponding visual, no interpretability beyond the specific situation, and consequently players are not able to arrive at any universal conclusions. Trailblazer is certainly a radical example but it shows that rules of space do not necessarily require corresponding visuals. Normally there must be a clearly discernible and established connection between a function and its visual analogy before it can be used effectively and economically. Practically all games therefore assign visual codes to their rules of space. A rule can then be read as an interactive sign.
Rules of Space in Tile-based Models of Space
Current games are characterized by allowing "free movement" within their worlds, and as a result, players hardly ever think about what it means to master the rules of space (see also chapter 3). To gain a better understanding of the subconscious mechanisms which are in action when we learn these rules of space, we want to examine Pac-Man (Namco, 1980) . Here, we have a tile-based model of space whose specific rules are learned by means of the trial-and-error method.
In tile-based models of space such as PacMan or Sokoban (Thinking Rabbit, 1982) , playfields and backgrounds are assembled from recurring objects and arranged in a grid. This requires fewer resources (storage, administration) and enables a faster level design. For this reason, most consoles of the first generations, from Atari 2600 to NES and PCEngine, support tile-based playfields. The findings are transferable to models of space without grids, in which objects can be A Av va at ta ar r r ru ul le e o of f s sp pa ac ce e: : i in nt te er ra ac ct ti iv ve e r ru ul le e o of f m mo ov ve em me en nt t, , f forward and backward
The avatar can be controlled by the input, i.e. a change of direction can be forced.
Rule: Variable movement is possible in the forward direction, as well as in the opposite direction.
Analog interpretation: normal movement.
A Avatar rule of space: rule of movement; wall When the avatar comes across a blue field, the "interactive rule of movement" is no longer valid: it is not possible to move in the direction of the blue field, and the game does not respond (no sound).
Blue fields seem to be obstacles which limit freedom of movement.
Rule: The avatar is prevented from changing direction, when it is directed towards a blue-edged field.
Analog interpretation: The blue fields are walls.
Supplement to the rule: The avatar stops and waits for an input when it comes across a wall.
A Avatar rule of space: rule of movement; 4 directions (free fields)
In certain places, the avatar can be directed towards free fields. A free field is either an empty black field or a field containing a (colored) dot.
Theoretically, this is possible in all four directions.
Rule: The avatar can be directed in all four directions, assuming there is a free field. Predominantly black fields or sequences of dots seem to indicate possible movement.
Analog interpretation: The path is clear or there are pebbles to follow.
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A Avatar rule of space: small and large pills When the avatar is moved into a field with a colored (here: salmon pink) small dot, the dot disappears.
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When this is tested with a large round dot, no doubts remain: players can temporarily eat ghosts, and the color salmon pink seems to be a positive signal for the avatar.
Rule: Players can move into black fields with or without colored dots. These objects needs to be collected in order to win.
Analog interpretation: The colored pills are eaten by Pac-Man (supported by the animation).
A Avatar rule of space: teleporter fields Players notice that they can move into a field at the left edge and a field at the right edge, and then reappear in the field on the opposite side.
This can be useful for strategic purposes (escaping from enemies, collecting points, eating enemies).
Rule: Players can move to a different side from two special fields.
Analog interpretation: This behavior does not exist in the analog world. It therefore must be a kind of magic teleporter.
12 In this first arcade version, the dots are salmon pink. In later versions, the color is changed to yellow, which creates a positive connotation: the dots are now the same color as the avatar, Pac-Man.
A Av va at ta ar r--e en ne em my y r ru ul le e o of f s sp pa ac ce e: : i in n t th he e s sa am me e f fi ie el ld d o or r o oc cc cu up py yi in ng g t th he e s sa am me e s space as an enemy
Players notice that there are other objects traveling through the maze. On first contact, they realize that they get killed by them. These enemies are visually coded: by color or through animation.
Rule: Players have enemies, these also move around in the maze. If they occupy the same spot, the avatar "dies".
Analog interpretation: This is a type of rivalthe game suggests visually, and in terms of the story and game design, that these are deadly ghosts.
Apart from these rules of space for the avatar, there are equally specific rules for the enemy (which, in the case of Pac-Man, are very similar): the ghosts move within the same space or maze but they are different in terms of how they are controlled (avatar vs. NPCs). More significantly -and this was an innovation at the time -every ghost behaves individually in a different way. It is not surprising then that the various ghosts have their own visual rules: they each have different, and highly distinctive colors. The enemies give dynamic to the concrete model of space by being dynamic elements of a rigid part (the blue maze). In the best possible scenario, players must offset these two models against each other, while always remaining alert: where are the enemies, where can I find a passage, what is or could become dangerous? At the same time, they need to keep an eye on the actual game: where can I find any more pills, how do I reach them in the safest way, is there a bigger pill, and where and how do I use it? How can the spectacular, non-Euclidian element of the teleporter be made use of? In the example of Pac-Man, the systems of rules are two-dimensional, at all levels of the game. These comparatively simple relationships become much more complicated in three-dimensional games, where the rules of space of the avatar often remain two-dimensional (walking, moving along on the ground), but the enemies can move in three dimensions (e.g. by being able to fly). As a result of the three-dimensional perspective (1 st person or 3 rd person), both the perception and appropriation of space change fundamentally (e.g. through the lack of an aerial view, i.e. overview). Adding to the complexity, the perspective is interactively dependent on the avatar. Therefore, games and their guiding principles need to be expanded, or the content must become more concrete and more in correspondence with the analog world. In Pac-Man, the set of rules pertaining to space and its visual representation (visual rules in 2D, spatial rules in 2D) are relatively contained and easily understandable. The space appropriation model provides a more detailed examination of this dual relationship between game mechanics and the visual display (cf. The visual display of a game contains a visual model which comprises all the graphical aspects of the game. It has a rules-based structure and includes definitions for the depiction of objects (in Pac-Man, for example: "What does a wall look like?"). Game mechanics, on the other hand, contain a model of space consisting of rules of space. This model of space includes (in the same way as the visual model) the definitions for the spatial behavior (e.g. "The wall is an obstacle"). The visual rules and the spatial rules are then connected through visualspatial rules. The visual wall become interactively recognizable as an obstacle, and this information is saved with this connotation for potential future application in the game. Visual-spatial rules are intended by game design as a form of structural connection and encourage an interpretation based on decoding. The same spatial rule for an obstacle could be referenced, for instance, in the case of an extended wall (e.g. made out of wood). When we take a closer look at the rules of space in games such as Pac-Man, we realize that the appropriation of space is a process of small, sequential steps. In many of the current games, it is impossible to unravel this process easily. This is mainly because this kind of cognitive effort becomes obsolete in computer games, as a result of the hyperreal simulation of the analog world with its "normal" or known rules: now, players no longer ask themselves whether a specific space could perhaps be a wall -they can see it and they know it. With the unconscious recognition and learning of graphically coded rules (simple guiding principles) of course comes the advantage of a very economic engagement with the game's world. The need to understand the rules of space is no longer given: the perfectly simulated wall can be read directly as an orientation cue ("this way"); the actual spatial rule for the wall ("I can't get through here") is already implied visually. In most current games it is necessary to recognize the guiding principles, but the underlying rules no longer need to be learned. Paradoxically, space appropriation in these newer games is a much simpler process than in the early, graphically much more unsophisticated games. However, when spaces explicitly do not function according to real-life criteria, the logical assumption is that space appropriation becomes more complex again, albeit under different circumstances (the wall is still immediately recognized as such).
CASES: ECHOCHROME, ANTICHAMBER AND PORTAL 2 CO-OP MODE
Simulations of the real world at the most sophisticated graphical level are now the standard in AAA titles, and no effort is spared in their design. What springs first to mind is the technology of voice and motion capture, with its ability to transfer the characters, their movements, gestures and facial expressions as authentically as possible to the computer game. 13 But even the game's space is created with the utmost elaborateness, when, for instance, academic experts from the field of architecture are consulted, in order to design sites as historically accurate as possible, such as in the Assassin's Creed series. 14 In the case of The 13 The story-centric approach of many current titles, in which the characters -more recently even played by well-known actors -and their stories are at the center, is probably also a result of voice and motion capture increasingly gaining ground. Or, as predicted by Jay Garnier, the director of Faceware (a software specialist for face animation) in an interview about this technology in 2013: "Gameplay will become more story focused and the ways we as players interact with characters in-game will only get better and more enjoyable." (Freeman 2013 "Normal" no longer seems real enough, the space needs to become even more of an experience by added aesthetic value. It is exactly this hyperreal quality of the space that is celebrated in The Last of Us, which goes hand in hand, from the player's point of view, with the promise of a very realistic relationship to the space. Yet, that means any possible actions in relation to the space are limited to those we are familiar with as possibilities in our real world. 15 Identification with the characters certainly becomes easier by being accustomed to the contextual concept of space in these initially unfamiliar, post-apocalyptic worlds. However, that is not to say that this kind of socialization towards the computer game's space happens automatically: at the beginning players must still learn, for instance, that they are indirectly guided by their companions or that the drawers can be opened. 16 In other words, they cannot avoid this socialization to the game's world with its own specific rules. Despite all this, this basic mastering of space in hyperreal games should be called by its name: it is anything but spectacular.
Echochrome
The situation is quite different in Echochrome (Sony Computer Entertainment, 2008) . The levels in this puzzle game consist of architectural constructionscomposed of bars, stairs, gaps, and jumping-off points on or holes in the barson which an articulated mannequin automatically moves back and forth (cf. Figure 4) . 15 With the exception of the protagonist's phenomenal hearing capacity which can also be used indirectly for space appropriation ("Where is the enemy?").
16 Cf. our analyses in Kato/Bauer "Hansel and Gretel" (in this volume, pp. 127 ff.) and Kato/Bauer "The Player as Puppet" (in this volume, pp. 222 f.).
Figure 4: Creating impossible objects by changing the spatial perspective: Echochrome.
Source: Screenshots Bauer and Kato
The players' task is to now change the perspective of the space 17 in such a way that the mannequin can use the resulting construction of impossible objects in their new, altered perspective to reach a specific goal and, in the higher levels, traverse additional points, so-called "echoes", in the form of semi-transparent shadows. The game's principle is both unique and distinctive, as it requires the manipulation of the spatial perspective, as opposed to the avatar. The impossible objects are reminiscent of the famous images by M.C. Escher, but were created by the "father of the impossible figure", Oscar Reutersvärd. (cf. Reutersvärd 1991) Through its minimalist design, and with its background music of modernclassical strings, this game focuses completely on the experience of space and spatiality. Monument Valley (Ustwo, 2014) is also based on the construction of impossible objects, but the two games differ significantly in terms of their graphics and storytelling: While the former is minimalist in these respects, the latter is anything but. Echochrome lacks a narrative causality which would encourage players to move from one level to the next. The sole reason for continuing the game is the challenge of ever more complex constructions and their solution through the experience of space. There is an almost esoteric flavor added to this playful concoction by the so-called "five laws", which are introduced at the beginning of the game as part of a tutorial presented by an artificial-sounding female voice. 18 The purpose of this is to help players to reach their goal ("Use the 5 mysterious laws and create the path"). In the example of the construction 17 This raises the question of whether players are more likely to feel that they are turning the objects, rather than changing the space or the perspective of the objects in the space. As far as perception is concerned, that would suggest a neglecting of space in favor of figure-centric actions.
18 Interestingly, this is similar to Portal 2, see below.
seen in Figure 4 , where the challenge is to overcome a gap, the voice provides the following commentary: "The first mystery is perspective travelling. Yes, in this world, what you see becomes the truth". As the construction of impossible objects, with all its irrational features and requirements which go against our normal understanding of space, is not a self-explanatory endeavor, a tutorial like this seems necessary. Matching the concentrated experience of space in the game, this tutorial does not rely on conventional instructions in the usual pattern followed by tutorials, such as in Monument Valley (where the first instruction is "hold and rotate"). The explanations provided by the artificial voice are more aptly described as very vague paraphrases or strong metaphors for what players see in the tutorial, before they can, or have to, do it and attempt it themselves:
"travelling" for the possibility of crossing the gap, or "seeing" for the change of perspective as the solution. The tutorials in Echochrome are characterized by a certain vagueness, which elegantly reflects the indeterminate state of the impossible objects and shows that impossible constructions are likely to require some help to be properly understood, and that there is a sympathetic way of achieving this.
Antichamber
Antichamber (Demruth, 2013) is another game which contains impossible spaces yet manages without a tutorial. This can be explained by the fact that the mastering of space is not spectacular as in Echochrome, but rather more conventional: players wander through simulated passages within a maze-like structure. Of course these do not function in the Euclidean sense or in a way we would recognize from experience: as the run speed changes, the surroundings change as well; things can appear and disappear depending on proximity; going back the same way means ending up in a different location -that last realization is particularly important as it is a prerequisite for solving the very first puzzle in Antichamber.
As the walkthrough on www.steamcommunity.com recommends, "If the game gives you any advice, take it." (Asha Man 2013) and indeed there are boards on the walls with cryptic messages designed to help players, which tend to make sense fully only in hindsight. [kUck ] das war des rätsels lösung zuRÜCK<<len> zugehen.> look that was the solution to the puzzle to go back 16 DAN: die farben ändern sich auch Aja (-) ok.
the
colours change as well I see (-) ok
19 Astonishingly, the impossible space is taken for granted without further comment.
Likewise the L-shaped corridor which leads back to the starting point (as in P.T., see above) does not seem to cause any surprise.
20
The transcript begins at 02:43.
The two gametubers conduct the process of reading out, translating and interpreting the text on these boards almost like a ritual. The boards themselves form a system of guiding principles which provide different kinds of cues at a meta level. The text read out by Daniel as an introduction informs the players about the futility of their current actions: it indeed makes no difference which stairs they take, as they would not get them anywhere regardless. Martin initially does not believe this, but on seeing the same corridor, with the same two boards and stairs, his thoughts take a different direction (L07). This principle of reversal is in fact not an easily conceivable or prototypical walking pattern in games, and that is exactly what is exploited by Antichamber for its irrational concepts of space: the path walked so far changes when it is walked back. This first, extended challenge reveals itself as an important waymarker in the socialization of the players to the (non-)logic of the game, with the boards functioning as guiding principles. Interestingly, the authority over reading out the text from the boards is now with Martin after he has correctly interpreted the cue, and so he proceeds to read out the next text. The conflict over the right to perform the role of reader (overlapping in L11/12) is resolved in Martin's favor, even though his speech contains closing markers (L08, L10) which would allow Daniel to take over again. Daniel accepts this role change and seamlessly provides a translation (L13). The transcript also suggests that Martin regards the role of reader as a reward for his correct interpretation or action, which manifests itself in his repeated emphasis on "going back" as "the solution to the puzzle" and his emphatic proclamation "look". There are two different types of boards in the game: those providing cues for future or current actions, and others which confirm or comment on the solution. Thus, the first puzzle at the beginning of the game also socializes the players to this dual system of guiding principles. Immediately afterwards, the gametubers need to go through a closed gate, in front of which there is a red, broken line (cf. Figure 5 ). Daniel interprets the red line as a "laser" and therefore as an indirect orientation marker which needs to be bypassed (L15). His aversion to it is of course based on the gaming experience of these two gametubers; this is reflected by Martin's comment ("always looks like …", L22). The verbal effort made in this passage, which contrasts with Daniel's plain statement about the solution (L23), very vividly shows how difficult it is to overcome these learned patterns -particularly when they have a negative connotation. In that sense, Antichamber pursues a kind of tabula rasa policy regarding the players' socialization to the usual guiding principles, and keeps the promise implied in its name.
Portal 2 Co-op Mode
In Portal 2 (Valve/Electronic Arts, 2011), the game's world consists of a simulation which is close to the analog space and as such quite unspectacular. A "portal gun" fires teleportation portals into flat surfaces and enables an (impossible) mastering of space whose logical complexity makes this game particularly attractive. The players' progress in this game depends on the ideal positioning of the two portals, and they need to search the space in which they currently find themselves for clues to the right combination. In this sequence the Let's Players are in a position where for the first time they do not immediately find a solution. Christian recognizes early that a tilted surface will be the final jumping-off point for the exit (L01; cf. Figure 6 , right), but "how" (L02) to get there remains a puzzle. This is partly because surfaces are falsely interpreted as significant but are in fact insignificant: Peter initially fires, without success, at "this white surface there" (L04; cf. Figure 6 , left). Source: Screenshots (Pietsmiet 2011b) His trial-and-error strategy contrasts with the knowledge immediately displayed by both players regarding the functionality of the tilted surface. Their choice of words is interesting (ibid, at 09:13): on the one hand, the surface is described vaguely and without stress ("thing" L11, "whatsit" L14), but on the other, it is identified as an important spatial element -it is notably not simply paraphrased as, for instance, a "tilted surface", similar to the aforementioned "white surface" they are sufficiently familiar with the specifics of space in this game, and do not explicitly need to discuss most of the actions which are required to find a solution. It is a disadvantage in terms of being able to follow the players' thought processes. However, their sometimes quite elegant and seamless task sharing is proof of their "reading" of the game's space and their internalization of its typical rules of space. The specific fascination of the Portal series lies in the dynamic element controlled by the players, i.e. the positioning of the portals, which is similar to the changing of the perspective in Echochrome. Even though the available options are preprogrammed and preset by the game design, 24 this dynamic element makes the space, and particularly the process of mastering the space, spectacular.
CONCLUSION
This article set out with the assumption that games -and electronic games in particular -follow the concept of the magic circle and consist of a space with its own rules. These rules do not only affect game mechanics but also the way in 23 This is certainly true for Peter, cf. Pietsmiet (2011a) . Unfortunately, there are hardly any Let's Plays of Portal which are worth seeing.
24 This raises the legitimate question of whether there are perhaps "accidental" solutions which do not necessarily correspond with the various solutions suggested by the game design. Based on our understanding of spatial rules and their design-specific constitution (cf. Figure 7) , this is, strictly speaking, impossible as every eventuality is already covered by and inscribed into the rules of space. In other words: there is no freedom, unless it has been preprogrammed. In the example of Portal the case seems to be different. Here and in similar moments players prioritize the rules of space over the design of the game (to be more precise: over the guiding principles). In analogy, the white, non-playable surface in our example is (mis-)read according to the rules of space. In this context further reflections are necessary about the nature of the relationship between explicit/implicit guiding principles and specific/general rules of space.
which the game and its space are displayed. The space in a computer game is freed from the analog (atomic) space by means of technology. Computer games make use of computer-generated spaces, both in terms of their display and their game design-specific "management". Since they are entirely programmable, it would be possible to change the space completely at any time and with any kind of input. Of course most games do not make use of these possibilities, but instead import simpler, analog models for the visual side of the game, and the spatial behavior. Against this background, it comes as no surprise that there are only very few games which deserve the label "spectacular" as far as their spatial features are concerned. The spaces of hyperreal computer games which impress with their perfect graphics could justifiably be called spectacular, but as our observations have shown, the transfer effort and the cognitive effort are both minimized to such a degree that the actual process of comprehending or mastering the space is in danger of falling below the threshold for detection and perception. In order to be able to draw accurate conclusions about the prototypical process of space appropriation, and about the specific models of space and their visualizations, we have chosen to examine computer games that do not use an analog model of space.
Early games have proven to almost have a modern quality. A detailed analysis of Pac-Man provided us with a break-down of space appropriation, which emerged as a gradual process of understanding and mastering the rules of space and their visual representations. For our analysis of modern games, we chose Echochrome, Antichamber and Portal 2 which exemplify three different forms of the spectacular. The playfully mastered spaces in Antichamber are simulated in an analog fashion, but have a spectacular-irrational quality in terms of how they behave. The spaces in Portal 2 are analog simulations, however players have the option to use a portal gun and master the spaces in a spectacular way. Echochrome's spaces are spectacular both in the way they are conceived and in the mastering of space.
The following space appropriation model is a result of these findings (cf. The separation between the visual level of the display and the spatial behavior of game mechanics has shown itself to be pivotal especially for the more recent examples: there is a difference between what players see -as a visual rule -(e.g. the tilted surface in Portal 2 or the red laser in Antichamber), and the specific, underlying rules of space (a firing spot or door-opening mechanism). As our examples have shown, the connection between these two levels is mostly due to knowledge acquired through gaming experience. In one case (Portal 2), this connection was created through previous incarnations of the game as well as tutorials, enabling players to make fast and correct assumptions about a challenge. In another case (Antichamber), the game presented a situation -most certainly deliberately -in which the Let's Players were faced with a dilemma, specifically to demonstrate its different way of functioning and to invite them to give up ingrained mechanisms of space appropriation.
Regarding the notion of guiding principles, our assumptions so far can be extended and integrated into the space appropriation model: guiding principles are cues on the game's surface which are placed by game design and continually assessed by the players so they can successfully continue their gameplay. The guiding principles of space, which can be described as a systemic set of rules resulting from the connection of visual rules with the rules of the model of space, manifest themselves, from the players' point of view, primarily in the form of orientation cues ("where next?"). They are generally interpreted as visual elements whose connected rules are decoded automatically, especially when the spaces are simulated in an analog fashion. The situation is different in spectacu-lar spaces: here, a learning process is necessary for players to comprehend, by way of the visual level, the underlying rules of space or the rules of game mechanics.
As a general conclusion, and a potential basis for future research, we believe that the concept of appropriation would lend itself well to gaining further related insights, also outside the notion of space -through examinations that probe beyond the visual, and focus on the game-mechanical core of computer games. This would be useful both on the reception and also on the concept side of computer games. (.) micro pause, estimate, up to approx. 0.2 seconds (-) brief pause, estimate, approx. 0.2 to 0.5 seconds (--) medium-length pause, estimate, approx. 0.5 to 0.8 seconds 
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